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Russian connection: Sydney officials Maya Feigleman (Sydney), Alex Ostrovskiy (San Francisco) and Sam Feigleman
(Sydney). Alex and Sam were teammates on the 1956 Soviet
national team.
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WWB 2.0

2006 was a year of change

• WWB fought to revise Red Book descriptions for Gay Games wrestling to allow more competition opportunities. The Cleveland Gay Games offered non-gi grappling for the first time and is now a mandatory component for all Gay Games that
offer wrestling. Optional components include Greco-Roman and beach wrestling.
Clubs have long benefitted from the visits of coaches from other clubs to share
techniques, and WWB has explored other ways for us to help each other. In 2009,
several clubs joined Golden Gate WC to staff a concession booth at the Folsom
Street Fair, enabling them to split the profits. The experiment was so successful that
the Don Jung Memorial Tournament was moved to September to be on the Saturday
of the fair day weekend.

WWB GOING FORWARD

WWB becomes truly global
he Cleveland Gay Games gave WWB a renewed sense of energy and
provided a glimpse into its future.
In offering grappling for the first time, WWB showed how to offer a fun,
competitive grappling competition, modifying the rules to make sure that safety
was still observed, and varying belt levels of competitors were accommodated.
Cleveland also showed that straight athletes were increasingly joining WWB
Clubs in greater numbers after the Chicago and Cologne events. Many actually competed in the Cleveland Gay Games. In previous Gay Games, straight
athletes often hesitated to compete openly in a gay tournament, just as gay wrestlers had felt the need to be closeted in straight tournaments and clubs.
In the years leading up to Paris, there was also a greater realization of globalization taking hold in WWB. The new WWB does the majority of its outreach
and marketing done through social media. Even WWB events that had once
been more regional or national are becoming global, as the growing influence
of clubs in Melbourne, Sydney, and Berlin expand the attendance of other club
tournaments and wrestling camps.
Globalization and increased social acceptance of LGBTQ+ athletes has also
presented challenges. With many wrestlers in the US and other countries now
able to come out in school and even compete openly as LGBTQ+ athletes,
fewer wrestlers feel they “need” WWB clubs as a safe space to practice. Between the 2006 Chicago Games and the 2014 Cleveland Games, some WWB
clubs folded, became more straight than gay, or decreased in numbers.
At the same time, however, with wrestling still being a small sport globally,
many straight athletes found their way into WWB clubs and gave us a new audience with which to share our mission. The Sin City Classic in Las Vegas hosted
by the So Cal Wrestling Club, and the San Diego Bulldogs annual tournaments,
for example, are mixed tournaments with gay and straight athletes competing.
WWB also expanded during that time, adding member clubs in Melbourne
and Berlin in 2016. WWB clubs also began to evolve outside of their traditional
roles, and many outreach programs to the greater community grew out of WWB
clubs in places such as San Francisco and Sydney.
Going into the Paris 2018 games, there is a renewed sense of excitement in
the WWB community. The Board of WWB is more diverse than at any point in
its history. There are also future WWB clubs on the horizon, with Boston having
started a club in March that is soon expected to join WWB, and Seattle restarting a program in a city that has long been without one.
The future success of WWB will be secured if a new generation of leaders
and wrestlers steps up to continue the work started by our founders.
— Chris Lorefice, WWB Chairman

GAY GAMES IX

The Cleveland connection
Games IX in Cleveland was a
Gaywatershed
moment for wrestling for a

couple of reasons.
First, it was the official introduction
of No-Gi Grappling as a sport at a Gay
Games, included under the WWB umbrella.Although the number of grapplers was
small, the event was a success and will
be included in subsequent Gay Games,
where it can only grow.
Second, following the inspiration
they got from wrestling at Gay Games VIII
in Cologne, the three attending Sydney
wrestlers decided the unique experience
need to be shared back home. A plan
was formed to get as many wrestlers as
possible to Cleveland. A commitment
was made to get Australian wrestlers to
more tournaments including the Don Jung Team Sydney turned out in force for GGIX
Memorial tournament. This was to gain experience as we were all beginners, to build
connections with WWB, and prepare ourselves for Cleveland.
At Gay Games IX in Cleveland, 12 Sydney wrestlers competed, which was an
amazing outcome from just three wrestlers in Cologne. This became the event that
cemented the solidarity among the Australian wrestlers. The competition shaped the
future of wrestling in the Sydney Club. Connections were made with other wrestlers
from around the world, including Europe and the USA that brought the clubs closer
together. As Sydney had no coach, Roger Brigham from GGWC stepped up despite
his own physical challenges and became our international coach in our corner.
The Gay Games experience had a positive effect on Sydney wrestlers who
competed. They went back and wanted even more wrestlers to share the experience. This led to the beginning of a second Australian wrestling club, the Melbourne
Wranglers.
In 2015, the Harbour City WC travelled to Melbourne for two workshops to
seed a new club. Late in 2015 the Melbourne Wranglers were born, with the support
of the Sydney club. They quickly found their feet and although there are close ties
between the two Australian clubs, they are a force of their own and strongly independent and will be strongly represented in Paris.
– Tony Galluzzo, Harbour City Wrestling Club

ALEX and KEVIN

B

etween Gay
Games IX
and Gay Games
X, the WWB family lost two of its
finest friends and
coaches: Coach
Abraim “Alex”
Ostrovskiy and Coach Kevin Martin.
Kevin was such an important influence on my life and I really miss him. He
was an amazing human being in his ability to coach, officiate, wrestle, and continue with his passions after surviving a stroke.
I remember his unassuming nature in sharing his skills, without any baggage
— no artificial colors, flavors or preservatives. He and Coach Alex, both national/
international level coaches and mat officials, were wrestlers first. Period.
I was first introduced to Coach Alex in October 1997. I had just moved to San
Francisco from Maui, and started practicing with Golden Gate Wrestling.
It wasn't long before I became his chosen 'crash-test dummy' and ‘translator.' I
did not have a lot of wrestling skill and I definitely did not speak any Russian.
Alex was much like any relative in the house I grew up in: He was of my
mother's generation and not good at communicating in English. It was easy for
me to be around him and understand what he was saying. I guess I helped him
feel more comfortable coaching and generously sharing his vast knowledge with
the team. He emphasized simplicity in series of moves and counter-moves, without a lot of extra "blah, blah, blah..."
By simply becoming 'body aware,’ you only needed to be proficient with a
few moves to be competitive.
It wasn't long before I was being invited for dinner and vodka with him and
his wife at their downtown apartment. He encouraged my progression in wrestling: winning matches, developing coaching skills, and learning to officiate wrestling matches. Someone as knowledgeable and well traveled as Alex could have
easily surrounded himself with only the most elite athletes. However, he humbly
preferred helping anyone who politely asked, regardless of skill level. Alex had
what would be considered a prestigious career. But he was not in wrestling for
the prestige: he was in it for the sport. He honestly looked forward to Tuesdays
when he would ride the train to the Castro to join our practices.
He was your brother, or father, or friend in sport regardless of nationality,
religion, age, gender, or politics.
I hope to be as respected and enthusiastic as him when I grow up.
— Johnny Almony, GGWC Captain Emeritus

WWB and the World Outgames

Outgames goes bust in Miami

W

hen organizers of the 2017 Miami World Outgames stunned the LGBT
sports world by announcing at the last minute that the event was cancelled, the event was hundreds of thousands of dollars in debt, and hundreds of
athletes were stranded en route or already in Miami having wasted travel costs,
registration fees and vacation time.
Fortunately, wrestlers from WWB were not among them.
WWB was one of several LGBT sports organizations that had declined offers to
work with the host organizers because of the weakness of the World Outgames as
a legitimate sports event and the lack of sports oversight in previous editions.
The World Outgames (WOG) began when Montreal organizers, who had been
selected to host the 2006 Gay Games, refused to sign a license agreement with
the Federation of Gay Games and instead created the alternative World Outgames, first held in Montreal in 2006 two weeks after Gay Games VII in Chicago.
A licensing body, the Gay & Lesbian International Sport Association (GLISA), was
created. In 2004 it was announced the World Outgames would continue in 2009.
The attempt to co-opt the Gay Games’ mission was questionable from the
start. There was no oversight to make sure that host decisions were guided by athlete interests rather than those of the tourism and event planning industries. Each
edition of the World Outgames drew fewer and fewer athletes.
Copenhagen organizers of World Outgames 2 asked for the endorsement of
WWB for 2009. WWB followed through by helping and sending a few organizers. But WWB could find no one to use two scholarships it offered, and in the
end the tournament was reduced to one round-robin of matches that unsafely
combined lightweights with heavyweights. When Antwerp asked for help with
WOG 3 in 2013, WWB declined and suggested the event drop wrestling. Instead
Antwerp ended up combining wrestling and marital arts into a single workshop
with no tournament or even individual bouts. WWB then researched interest levels in helping Miami in 2017 and found there was still no interest among members for working with Miami or for attending the event. Miami dropped wrestling
at the beginning of April 2017.
With the cancellation of the Miami event, the World Outgames and GLISA appear to have ceased to exist. Organizers are currently facing a class action lawsuit
and a criminal investigation is ongoing.
Since 1994, WWB has been allowed a major say in the organization of every
Gay Games wrestling tournament, including policies, public relations, marketing,
pairing, operations and scheduling. It requires hundreds of hours of cooperative
work among WWB representatives, members of the FGG, and the host organizations. The results have consistently been professionally run and officiated matches
under safe conditions and inclusive practices, with United Word Wrestling
(UWW) sanctioning, for the members of WWB clubs.

Michael “Mitch” Ertel – Dermody Citizenship Award
Barry Webb – Lifetime Achievement Award

Class of 2018
Cameron Inthapangna
Christopher Lorefice
Gus Scheerbaum

Allen Abraham
Johnny Almony
Roger Brigham
Philippe Bruno
Matt Carey
Russ Connelly
Gene Dermody
John English*
Jek Fong
Tony Galluzzo
Gary Gerber
Erika Hom
Don Jung *
Ed Lindsay

Rob Smitherman
Joe “Josh” Watkins
Nick Zymaris

Greg Lines
Michael LoFurno
Nick Lopez
Calvin Malone
Kevin Martin*
Mike Masino
Kathy McAdams
Manfred Molt
Les Morgan
Michael Ognibene
Abraim “Alex” Ostrovskiy*
David Ranada
Erich Richter
Mike Rio*

Rochelle Robinson
Albert “Ace” Rocek
Donna Rose
Peter Runyon*
Bob Sayers
Carlis Sharpe
Dennis Spillman
Steve Swanson*
Jeroen Tan
Drew Till
Rick Van Tassell
Peter Verey
Ron Ward
Barry Webb
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